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Abstract 

This paper describes some efficient techniques for visual stochastic field gene
ration, based on statistical models of textures and contours. Computer simulation 
of these techniques yields pictures which show controllable properties of granula
rity, clustering and symmetry depending on the specified model parameters. 

1 • INTRODUCTION 

Effic ient designing of picture processors and co
ders requires a thorough understanding of the 
structure of pictures and of the human visual dis
crimination capabilities. Therefore, generating 
synthetic pictures can be a useful step toward a 
close analysis of th~ stochastic structure of real 
images. Moreover, since texture discrimination 
and contour extraction are believed to be impor
tant means of scene analysis by human viewers, the 
use of synthetic pictures can prove to be helpful 
when performing visual discrimination experiments. 

This paper describes somes efficient techniques 
for visual stochastic field generation, based on 
statistical models of textures and contours. Two 
texture generation techniques are first described 
and some results presented. It is shown that a 
controllable amount of granularity and clustering 
can be put in this generated fields by varying the 
shape of the texture autocorrelation function. A 
random contour generation procedure is then pre
sented; its combination with the texture genera
tion techniques yields digital pictures which show 
a controllable degree of structure and complexity. 

2. STOCHASTIC TEXTURE GENERATION 

A stochastic texture is defined as a discrete vi
sual field, devoid of sharp edges and having mul
tiple grey levels. Two techniques are presented 
for generating textures of controllable spatial 
correlation: the first one works on the two
dimensional Fourier transform of the visual 
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field(l), while the second one is a direct g:nera
tion technique using two-dimensional digital fil
ters.(5) 

2. l TEXTURE GENERATION IN THE FOURIER TRANSFORM 
DOMAIN 

Let a discrete two-dimensional field be represented 
by 

m =0,1, ... Nx-1 
(l) 

n = 0,1, .. . Ny-1 

where Sp(m,n) designates the grey level value of 
element (m,n). Considering such a field as soatial
ly periodic with period (Nx,N,¥), one can def ine its 
two dimensional discrete Fourier Transform Sp(k, i ) 
and s~m,n) can be obtained from Sp(k,i) usin s the 
relation: (2 ) 

r1 -1 N -1 
sp(m,n) = &~ ~ ·s (k,R.) exp j2 ,J~k..:.~ il 

X y'7<=0~ p u X ;1 
If Rp(tx,ty) designates the autocorrelation of the 
pGriodic signal associated with sp(m,n), the follo
winq relation can be established: 

R/tx,ty) = IDFT [<1s/k,i)l2foxNy)J (3) 

where. IDFT denotes the Inverse Discrete rourier 
Transform operator. 



In expression (3), R (tx,t) represents the auto
correlation of a par~iculat field Sp(m,n). Then, 
ifs (m,n) designates only a sample from a two- . 
dime~sional stochastic process, the autocorrelation 
function R(tx,ty) of this process can be expressed 
as : 

R(tx' ty )=Efp( tx' ty} IOFT ~( !Sp(k,2-) 12)/Nx;Ny] (4) 

where E [ .] denotes the expected value operator. 
Finally, assuming jSp(k, i )I to be a zer?-mean pro
cess of variance var [ Sp(k,i )] , expression (4) can 
be rewritten as 

var D Sp(k, i )~ E( ISP(k,i) 12)~ NxNlFT[R(tx, tyil (5) 

where OFT denotes the Discrete Fourier Transform 
operator. 

Consequently, the generation of stocha~t~c textures, 
of multiple grey levels, having a spec1f1ed auto
correlation function R(t~,~y) can be pe~formed_by 
choosing elements Sp(k,i J 1n the following way. 

(1) express Sp{k,2-) as: 

Sp(k, i ) = H(K,i ) • Wp(k,2-) 
k = _O,l ... Nx-1 

where 

(2) choose Wp(k,i ) as complex-valued independant 
numbers of the form: 

(6) 

WP ( k), ) = r p ( k .t ) + j i p ( k ,i) ( 7) 

where rp(k, 2-) et ip(k, i) are mutually independant, 
Gaussian random variables of zero-mean and of va
riance equal to½ NxNy. 

( 3) ensure that for every ( k, i~ 

Sp(k, i) = conjugate of Sp(Nx-k'_ Ny-i) (8) 

in order to get real-valued elements sp(m,n) 

(4) take the inverse discrete Fourier transform 
of the field S (k, 2-) thus generated 

p 

Such a texture generation techniques leaves~ com
plete freedom of choice for the autocorrelation 
function R(tx,ty)- Consequently, a controllable 
amount of structure can be put in the generated 
t exture fields by varying the nature of the auto
correlation function. 

2.2 TEXTURE GENERATION BY MEANS OF 2-0 DIGITAL 
FILTERING 

This technique consists in applying equation (6) 
in the spatial domain, thus leading to 

with 

s (m,n)=h{m,n)* w (m,n) p p 

h(m,n) = IDFT H(k,i) 

wp(m,n) = IDFT Wp(k,i) 

m= 0,1, . . . Nx-l 

n= 0,1, ... Ny:-l 

and where* denotes the convolution operator. 

(9) 

Given the nature of elements Wp(k,i), as defined in 
the previous section, the elements w0 (m,n) are 
real-valued, uncorrelated gaussian random variables 
of zero-mean and unit variance. It must also be 
noted that the phase of H(k,2-) can be chosen arbi
trarily, since it has no effect as regards to the 
generation technique. 

A simple realization of equation(9) can be obtained 
by means of a two-dimensional linear filter(5), the 
only difficulty of this technique lying in the com
putation of the filter coefficient. In fact, the 
number of coefficients and the filter structure 
(F.I.R. or 1.1.R) put some limitations on the 
achievable autocorrelation function of the fields. 
Consequently, standard optimization techniques must 
be used in the computation of the filter coeffi
cients, in order to approximate a pre-specified 
autocorrelation function R(tx,ty). 

The use of recursive IIR filters, is particularly 
attractive since it leads to a small number of 
filter coefficients. Denoting bi,j and G the fil
ter coefficients, the generation technique is then 
expressed by: 

sp(m,n) =L b . . s (m-i,n : j)~ ~ w{m n) 
{i,j)ED l,J p • (l 0) 

where w{m,n) are independant random variables, and 
D represents the domain over which the values 
sp(m-i,n-j) are considered in the computation of 
element sp{m,n). · 

The computation of the actual autocorrelation func
tion Rf{tx,ty) achieved with such a filter, can be 
perfor med iteratively as: 

R (n+l)(t ,t) =L b .. R(n)(t -i,t -j) 
f X y ( . . ) D l ,J f X y 

l ,J t 
( 11) 

It must be noted that this generation technique 
does not allow, like the previous one, a complete 
freedo m in the choice of the autocorrelation func
tion R(tx, ty). In fact, one can only approximate 
a given autocorrelation function, and the approxi
mation can be improved only at the expense of a 
greater number of filter coefficients. 

2. 3 RESULTS 

Figures 1, 2, 3 and 4 illustrate some visual textu .
res of specified autocorrelation function, as 
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obtained with the first generation technique (in 
the Fourier Transform domain) in the case 
Nx= Ny= 256.Figure 1 corresponds to the autocorre
l;ition f1mr.tion. 

R1(t ,t )= ExpLo.1[Max(lt l,lt 1)+3Min(jt 1,lt i~I 
X Y 1 X y X y ~J 

( 12) 
As it can be seen on Figure 1, such an autocorrela
tion function has been chosen in order to obtain a 
strong correlation along the horizontal and verti
cal directions. 

This effect is attenuated, while still visible, in 
Figure 2, where the autocorrelation function is of 
the form: 

R2(tx,ty) = Exp{-o.l~txl + ltyU) (13) 

As opposed to the previous ones, Figure 3 illus
trate a texture field in which the correlation is 
devoid of any privileqed direction. This case 
corresponds to a circularly symmetric autocorrela
tion function: 

Finally, Figure 4 illustrates a texture field 
having strong correlation along the diagonal direc
tions and corresponds to the autocorrelation func
tion: 

R4(tx,ty) = Exp{-0.l ·Max(ltxl,ltyl)} (15) 

In all the examples illustrated here, an exponen
tially decreasing law ha!: been chosen for the au
tocorrelation function. However, one can vary 
the granularity of the texture fields by changing 
the type of decreasing law. Moreover, a certain 
periodical structure can be added by considering 
autocorrelation functions of periodic form. 

3. CONTOUR f,'()DELLING AND DIGITAL 
PICTURE GENERATION 

This section describes first a method for random 
contour generation where each contour is a closed 
polygonal figure. This method is then combined 
with the previously described texture generation 
techniques in order to produce synthetic digital 
pictures. 

3.1 RANDOM CONTOUR GENERATION 

In the generation method described here, a contour 
is defined as a closed polygonal figure of N si
des. Each side is defined by its initial point, 
its length and its orientation. Since the contour 
is closed, the initial point is identical to the 
previous side final point. Given the important 
number of sides (N=2OO), the length of each side, 
is maintained constant. As for the orientation of 
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each side, i t is ass u:--ed to follow= .;--,.~: or c'-';r 
Gauss-~arko , process of zero rean a-c :c -: ro1l !J 1e 
variance. 
Fig.ure 5 sr.ows some examples of clcsej c:o tours 
thus generated. For the purpose of ~~es~tat i :o , 
these conto urs have all be nonr,alizeci in 0rder :.o 
get identical dimensions. 

3. 2 DIGITAL PICTURE GENERATIOII 

A combinati on of the texture and ccntcur ~ener!t i on 
techniques ~reviously described is :erfor.ed i~ 
order toge: synthetic digital pict ~res cf con:ro l 
labl e aspect. 

As a first step, closed contours are rand Jmly ~e
nerated and positioned in the picture. E,ch ccn
tour defines an inner region w~ich car. be party 
hidden byte inner regions of prev ;ousl y genera
ted contours. In order to illustra:e the effe ct 
thus obtained, Figure 6 shows a syn:hetic pictLre 
where each region has been assigned a con;tant, 
.randomly chosen luminance val ue. Fir.all_t, ins
tead of a constant luninance value, each -egio n is 
assigned a random texture, as obtair.ec by ~eans of 
the digital filter technique descri:ec in sect \cn 
2.2. The resulting picture is shown in Ffgure 7. 
This picture shows a definite amoun: cf s:ruct c.-e 
in t err.5 of granulari::_x clustering ar d Sf::v-etry. 
Moreover ::he amount and the nature of :hi; str 1..c
ture can be controlled by varying tt-e ::,ar::reters 
of the texture and contour generaticn tec-niqu:5. 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIC~S 

This paper had described a technique f::,r rando~ 
digital picture generation, based on text ~re ard 
contour model 1 ing. The pictures th us pro -:uced 
appear to have a controllable amount o: s:ruct~re. 
Generating such pictures can be useful in the a-ea 
of picture coding, since it can help uriderstand 
the stochastic structure of real pictu!"eS. Mo~ .
over, such synthetic pictures can be succ2ssfu l1y 
used in subjective testing of human visio n capaji
lities, since they can display a varia~le amount 
of complexity. (6) 

In the texture generation procedure, only first 
and second-order statistics have been usec for 

. texture characterization. However it · as been 
shown, (4), that, in general, textures ha ing t , e 
same first and second-order statistics, but diffe
rent higher order statistics, look extrem:1y sini
lar to human viewers. 
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Figure l : Texture field corresponding to 
autocorrelation function R1(t ,t) 
(equation 12) x Y 
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Figure 2: Texture field correspondi ng to 
autocorrelation function R2(t ,t) 
( equation 13) x Y 

Figure 3: Texture field corresponding to 
autocorrelation function R3(t ,t) 
(equation 14) x Y 

Figure 4: Texture field corresponding to 
autocorrelation function R4(t ,t) 
{equation 15) x Y 



Figure 5: Randomly generated closed contours 

Figure 6: Synthetic picture with constant 
amplitude regions 
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Figure 7: Synthetic picture with random 
contours and textures 




